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Word Usage 

This is perhaps the most difficult area to correct. The English language is full of words that are commonly 

misused, and many of these sound the same but are spelled differently. Here is a list of the most 

troublesome: 

Its/it's: 

• “It’s” is a contraction for “it is” (“It’s a dog”). 

• “Its” is used to indicate possession (“Where is its collar?”). 

Their/there/they're: 

• “Their” is possessive (“What is their final offer?”). 

• “There” indicates placement (“I put the file there yesterday”). 

• “They’re” is a contraction for “they are” (“They’re very nice people”). 

Your/you're: 

• “Your” is possessive (“Is that your file?”). 

• “You’re” is a contraction of “you are” (“You’re going to see the accounts department at 2 p.m.”). 

Company's/companies: 

• “Company’s” indicates possession (“The company’s employees went on strike”). 

• “Companies” is plural (“The companies in this industry are suffering”). 

Affect/effect: 

• “Affect” is typically a verb meaning to influence (“The economic forecast will affect our projected income”). 

• “Effect” is typically a noun meaning the result or outcome (“What is the effect of this action?”). 

Then/than: 

• “Then” is an adjective indicating a time (“We went to dinner, and then saw a movie”). 

• “Than” is a conjunction used for comparison (“The dinner was more expensive than the movie”). 

Of/have: 

• “Of” is a preposition, which is a word that shows a relationship between a noun or pronoun and 

another word (“What is the meaning of this?”). 

• “Have” implies an obligation (“I must have forgotten to set my alarm”). 

Accept/Except: 

• “Accept” is a verb meaning to receive (“I accept your apology”). 

• “Except” is a preposition meaning other than, or with exception (“We like your proposal, except the part 
about working overtime”). 

Complement/compliment: 

• “Complement” is a verb meaning to add value (“Sally is a great complement to the team”). It is related 

to the word “complete.” 

• “Compliment” is a noun meaning a receipt of praise (“I want to compliment you on your great presentation”).  

Regardless/irregardless: 

• “Regardless”  means without regard and is often substituted for  “anyway.” 

• “Irregardless” is not a real word but is used to mean the same thing. 

Lose/loose: 

• “Lose” is a verb meaning unable to find (“Did you lose your glove?”). 

• “Loose” is a verb meaning to free, or untie (Why did you let your anger loose on me?). It can also be an 
adjective (“This screw is loose”). 

Personal/personnel: 

• “Personal” is an adjective meaning private or involving one person (“The memo was marked 

‘personal’”). 

• “Personnel” is a noun referring to employees of a company. (“We can’t  find enough personnel to operate 

the store”). 


